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through the incantations of warfare, and
assuming the same colossal shape it had
worn before, though wealth as well as birth
was now the secret of its cruelty and its
impunity. No laws will now prevent the
rich from becoming, like the Patricians of
old, the sovereign class in Rome. Nor was
it merely in such respects as these that the
Roman institutions began to show the
changes they could not escape in the midst
of the influences they seemed to fear, as
well as of the crimes they certainly
allowed. The discovery of the secret rites
of the Bacchanalia,81 the foulest orgies
that could be practised even under
heathenism, was equivalent to the
discovery of the corruptions to which the
last generations of the ancient world,
especially in its central point at Rome,
were doomed. The shameful mysteries
were instantly suppressed; but it was
impossible to return to the comparatively
simple observances of the elder times; and
when the books of Numa, or some so
styled, were found beneath the Janiculum,
they were publicly burned by order of the
Senate, lest the instructions they contained
should subvert the few remaining
solemnities of religion by exposing their
degeneracy.82 It was harder to resist the
innovations of the present than to defy the
associations of the past; and though the
philosophers who came as ambassadors
from Athens were decidedly, but politely,
dismissed by the Senate, because their
eloquent learning was attracting too many
hearers,83 and though, again, some foreign
priests were more unceremoniously
ordered to depart from Rome and out of
Italy,54 the very air men breathed was
fraught with another life than had touched
the minds of a former age. A single
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reverberation of the thousand blows, yet
muffled as they were, upon the bars and
bolts of ancient days,...
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